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In 2021, The Mulvihill Premium Yield Fund "MPY" remained
focused on its core objective of providing unitholders with a
lower risk, tax-efficient alternative to achieve income in their  
portfolio. Since inception of the fund, MPY has returned 11.3%
per annum, paid $1.015 in ROC* distributions, and achieved
these results with approximately half the volatility of
Canadian Dividend strategies. 

MPY achieved several significant milestones in the past year,

including surpassing 2-years since the fund was launched, raising

the quarterly distribution by 12%, returning $0.515 via four

quarterly distributions and providing additional capital

appreciation from growth in the NAV. The fund NAV ended the

year at $11.34 per unit (net of total distributions paid), up from

$10.51 per unit on December 31, 2020. 

11.3%
annualized return

(since inception)

Surpassed 2-years since
inception 

increased quarterly
distribution by 12% 

GROWTH IN NAV net of
distributions paid

Performance (as of 12/31/2021)

2021 Highlights

ROC Distributions*

Inception 12/01/2019
Total returns net of fees and expenses and annualized for periods longer than 1 year

2021 distributions are expected to be 100% ROC
**Call Writing Benchmark =  50% S&P/TSX60 Covered Call Index (2% OTM), 50% CBOE S&P 500 BuyWrite Index (CAD)

 



Enhanced Tax-efficient Yield:

Delivering tax-efficient income to unitholders

is the primary objective of MPY. Our goal is to

achieve a minimum of 50bps in option

premiums per month (6% per year) to fund

the targeted 5% distribution per annum.

Market volatility in 2021 was lower relative to

the near record levels experienced in the

previous year. However, volatility remained

elevated enough for the fund to generate

significant option premium in the portfolio for

a second consecutive year. MPY generated, on

average, 0.98% per month over the past 12

months, nearly double the 50bps objective. 

Enhanced tax-efficient yield 
Capital appreciation 
Lower volatility / risk 

Overall, as we reflect on the past year, the

fund and strategy accomplished the main

objectives we aim to provide investors. 

1.

2.

3.

MPY - 2021

In aggregate, MPY unitholders received four

quarterly distributions totaling $0.515 per unit

in 2021. The income generated in the portfolio

through our active option strategies more

than covered the annual distribution. In the

fourth quarter, the decision was made to raise

the quarterly distribution 12% to $0.14 per

unit, from $0.125 per unit, as a result of the

elevated portfolio income and growth in the

NAV since inception.

MPY unitholders benefit from the substantial

capital loss pool embedded in the fund

structure. In 2021, as was the case in 2020, the

distribution is anticipated to be primarily

return of capital (ROC) for tax purposes.

Performance:

The total return of MPY in the year was 13%,

the second consecutive year the fund has

achieved double digit returns. Breaking down

the total return for the year, investors

received 5.1% from distributions (assumes

reinvestment) and an additional 7.9% in

capital appreciation. Since inception, the

cumulative total return  to unitholders is

25.1%, 11.7% from distributions and 13.4%

from capital appreciation, an attractive

balance of growth and income.  

We continue to believe the income component

of the total return equation will become an

increasingly important driver of returns for

years to come. 

MPY utilizes the options market to consistently 
generate monthly income in the portfolio



Risk:

One of the main benefits of our strategy is

monetizing high volatility through the options

market to generate both income and reduce

risk / volatility. Since inception, MPY has

achieved its yield and growth objectives while

significantly reducing portfolio volatility and

drawdowns. The table above summarizes the

Mulvihill Premium Yield Fund's performance,

yield and risk metrics relative to a number of

income based investment alternatives

investors have in Canada including dividend 

 growth, covered calls strategies, REITs, fixed

income, and to the broader S&P/TSX

Composite Index. 

Since inception of MPY, the strategy has

outperformed the S&P/TSX Dividend

Aristocrats Index, one of the more popular

choices among Canadian investors searching

for equity yield, with approximately half the

volatility. Relative to comparable covered call

MPY - 2021

strategies (BMO Cdn Covered Call ETF), MPY

has achieved over 1.5x the total return with

70% of the volatility. 

MPY has captured 77% of the upside return of

the S&P/TSX Composite Index,  with

approximately 2/3 of the volatility and higher

tax-efficient yield. While we don't believe the

broader market is the best benchmark for our

type of strategy, we are encouraged by the

level of participation MPY has realized in a

strong market environment. 

Among the income alternatives we
highlight above, MPY provides the most
attractive balance between performance
and risk, delivering the highest Sharpe
Ratio, or risk adjusted returns. 



MPY - 2021

Despite the continued pandemic induced

turmoil, the performance of global equity

markets in 2021 was impressive to say the least.

The S&P 500 Index ushered in 68 new record

highs in 2021, the second most ever, as it shook

off the emergence of several new COVID-19

variants, surging inflation, near record

valuations, and the U.S. Federal Reserve’s

(“FED”) commitment to changing course on

ultra-accommodative monetary policy. The total

return for the S&P/TSX Composite Index for the

year was 25.1% while the S&P 500 Index was up

28.7%, with both ending the year near all-time

highs. The strong equity performance didn’t

translate into record gains globally however, as

emerging market stocks ended the year down

-2.5%, driven mainly by Chinese equities and the

“tech crackdown” from the Chinese Communist

Party. 

54.6% in the U.S., driven by rising oil prices and

investors positioning towards cheaper and

more cyclically oriented stocks. Utilities was

the worst performing area in the US, but still

generated a very respectable return of 17.7%,

while Health Care was the worst in Canada,

down -19.6%, on continued weakness in

Cannabis stocks. 

Central banks around the globe grappled with

the idea inflation may not be as “transitory” as

once believed, with both the Bank of Canada

and the FED laying the foundation to raise

interest rates in 2022. The US dollar was

surprisingly resilient in a year that favoured a

risk-on tone, with the US Dollar Index (DXY)

advancing 6.4%. The Canadian dollar was one

of the few currencies globally to rise relative to

the greenback, gaining 0.75% in 2021. The

Bloomberg Global Aggregate Index returned

-4.7% for the year, as low yields, rising interest

rates and surging inflation presented several

headwinds for fixed income investors. Over the

course of 2021, The Chicago Board Options

Exchange Volatility Index (‘‘VIX’’) traded in a

wide range between 15 and 37. The average

level of the VIX Index in the year was 21, down

from the average value of 30 in 2020. 

Asset Class Returns

Source: Bloomberg, Mulvihill Capital Management Inc.
 

CBOE Volatility Index (VIX)
(Average value in year)

Performance was broadly strong with all eleven

sectors in the S&P 500 Index recording double

digit returns in the year, while ten of eleven

sectors in the S&P/TSX Composite Index were

positive for the year. After lagging significantly in

2020, Energy was the best performing group in

both countries, up 48.9% in Canada and up 



RETURNING TO OUR ROOTS

Over a decade ago, Mulvihill Capital Management

became a subsidiary of Strathbridge Asset

Management Inc., in an effort to separate two

distinct business units of the firm, closed-end

funds and private wealth. With significant

changes occurring  to the closed-end landscape

over the past decade, we are pleased to

announce our name change back to Mulvihill

Capital Management Inc., effective  January 1,

2022. This move corresponds with several

exciting changes and new product offerings at

the firm in 2022.  

This change in no way impacts the current team

of 7 investment professionals who  have over 160

years of combined experience working together

managing option related equity strategies. Please

see attached link for more information on this

exciting development.

http://mulvihill.com/insights/Mulvihill_Insight_20220104_135241.pdf


Mulvihill Capital Management Inc. is registered as an Investment Fund Manager (“IFM”), Mutual Fund Dealer
(“MFD”), Exempt Market Dealer (“EMD”) and Portfolio Manager (“PM”) in the jurisdictions of Ontario and
Newfoundland, as an MFD and PM in the jurisdictions of Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Prince Edward
Island, Saskatchewan, as a PM in the jurisdictions of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia and as an IFM, PM and
EMD in the jurisdiction of Quebec. Mulvihill's directors, officers and portfolio managers are registered with the
various commissions. 
 
The information contained herein is for general information purposes and should not be construed as an offer
to purchase fund units or advice on the suitability of the fund for your specific investment needs. Important
information regarding the Fund including it risks, costs/fees and tax treatment are set out in the fund’s offering
memorandum or simplified prospectus which should be reviewed with your financial advisor before
investment. 
 
Historical returns and their performance relative to the benchmark returns shown herein, may not be
indicative of actual future fund returns. There can also be no assurance that actual performance will be in line
with targeted performance set out herein. 
Any third party information provided here has been obtained from sources believed to be accurate, but
cannot be guaranteed.  Any opinions expressed in this document are based on current analysis of market
events and circumstances as at the date of publication and are subject to change. Mulvihill Capital
Management Inc. does not undertake to advise the reader of any such changes.
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